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Transitions in Life, 
Business & 

Relationships



• The hardest part about “adulting is…”
• The obvious and not-so obvious transitions 

typically faced in life, business and relationships.
• How to recognize a transition is coming.
• The #1 question to ask yourself.
• A proven formula to handle transitions.

In this Training…



About transitions…
• Never easy.
• Often painful.
• Usually involve tears, sometimes screaming…
• Frustrating.
• A literal pain in the…
• Inescapable.

Transitions



The obvious ones…
• Birth
• School
• Driving
• College
• Work
• Death

Transitions in Life



The not-so obvious ones…
• Health to sickness (or vise-versa)
• Between grades (Middle School, anyone?!)
• Curfew/rule changes
• Drinking age
• Job to job/career to career
• Retirement/Senior Living

Transitions in Life



My personal life…
• Sickness to health
• Multiple schools
• College
• Moved 26 times; 6-month nomad
• Found “home”
• Discovered alcohol… lol

Transitions in Life



The obvious ones…
• Starting a business
• Hiring a team
• Getting clients
• Starting another business

Transitions in Business



The not-so obvious ones…
• Firing team members
• Firing clients
• Spending more time in one business
• Spending less in the other
• Income spreads

Transitions in Business



My personal business…
• Stained glass company
• Publishing company
• Graphic design/self-publishing services
• Consultant
• Done-for-You White Label publishing
• Trainer

Transitions in Business



The obvious ones…
• Birth of a loved one
• Death of a loved one
• Moving/losing touch
• New friends (college, work, etc.)
• Marriage/divorce

Transitions in Relationships



The not-so obvious ones…
• Losing team members who were friends (rift creation)
• Estranged family
• Long-distance friends
• Long-distance love

Transitions in Relationships



My personal relationships…
• Team members…
• Friends (or lack thereof)
• Family…
• Co-dependent husband (ex)
• Amazing perfect-fit husband

Transitions in Relationships



How to know a transition is coming…
• Emotions…

– Uneasy
– Unsettled
– Something just isn’t quite right
– Discomfort

• Disagreements with family, friends, etc.

Are You in Transition?



How to handle transitions…
• Ask yourself why…

– Abuse
– Disagreements (continuous)
– Ultimate childhood dream

• Ask if you’re willing to let go… do what it takes.
• Purge.

Are You in Transition?



How to handle transitions…
• Allow yourself to FEEL. (It’s OK!)
• Recognize grief.
• Give others (and yourself) space… even if it hurts.
• Don’t ignore your existing job/relationships in favor of 

the new shinies.

Are You in Transition?



• Make a list of all transitions you’ve been through…
– Allow yourself to feel through them.

• Journal your current emotions.
• Journal where you want to be: “In a perfect world I would 

have…”
• Give yourself permission to GO FOR IT.
• BREATHE!

Next Steps…


